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Abstract
We have used Galileo spacecraft data to produce a geomorphologic map of the Culann–Tohil region of Io’s antijovian hemisphere. This
region includes a newly discovered shield volcano, Tsũi Goab Tholus and a neighboring bright flow field, Tsũi Goab Fluctus, the active
Culann Patera and the enigmatic Tohil Mons-Radegast Patera–Tohil Patera complex. Analysis of Voyager global color and Galileo Solid-State
Imaging (SSI) high-resolution, regional (50–330 m/pixel), and global color (1.4 km/pixel) images, along with available Galileo Near-Infrared
Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) data, suggests that 16 distinct geologic units can be defined and characterized in this region, including 5
types of diffuse deposits. Tsũi Goab Fluctus is the center of a low-temperature hotspot detected by NIMS late during the Galileo mission,
and could represent the best case for active effusive sulfur volcanism detected by Galileo. The Culann volcanic center has produced a range
of explosive and effusive deposits, including an outer yellowish ring of enhanced sulfur dioxide (SO2 ), an inner red ring of SO2 with shortchain sulfur (S3 –S4 ) contaminants, and two irregular green diffuse deposits (one in Tohil Patera) apparently produced by the interaction of
dark, silicate lava flows with sulfurous contaminants ballistically-emplaced from Culann’s eruption plume(s). Fresh and red-mantled dark
lava flows west of the Culann vent can be contrasted with unusual red–brown flows east of the vent. These red–brown flows have a distinct
color that is suggestive of a compositional difference, although whether this is due to surface alteration or distinct lava compositions cannot
be determined. The main massif of Tohil Mons is covered with ridges and grooves, defining a unit of tectonically disrupted crustal materials.
Tohil Mons also contains a younger unit of mottled crustal materials that were displaced by mass wasting processes. Neighboring Radegast
Patera contains a NIMS hotspot and a young lava lake of dark silicate flows, whereas the southwest portion of Tohil Patera contains white
flow-like units, perhaps consisting of ‘ponds’ of effusively emplaced SO2 . From 0◦ –15◦ S the hummocky bright plains unit away from
volcanic centers contains scarps, grooves, pits, graben, and channel-like features, some of which have been modified by erosion. Although
the most active volcanic centers appear to be found in structural lows (as indicated by mapping of scarps), DEMs derived from stereo images
show that, with the exception of Tohil Mons, there is less than 1 km of relief in the Culann–Tohil region. There is no discernable correlation
between centers of active volcanism and topography.
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1. Introduction
After almost 14 years in space, NASA’s Galileo spacecraft completed remote sensing observations in January
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2002 and entered a ballistic trajectory to impact into Jupiter
on September 21, 2003. As part of the ongoing analysis of
data returned by the Galileo spacecraft of Jupiter’s volcanic
moon Io (see, e.g., McEwen et al., 1998a, 2000; Keszthelyi et al., 2001; Turtle et al., 2004; McEwen, 2002), we are
producing a series of regional geomorphologic maps of several portions of the well-imaged antijovian hemisphere to
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complement the Voyager-era maps of the subjovian hemisphere (Moore, 1987; Greeley et al., 1988; Schaber et al.,
1989; Whitford-Stark et al., 1991; Crown et al., 1992). Our
first map focused on the Chaac–Camaxtli region (Williams
et al., 2002), which contains a wide range of volcanic structures (paterae), flow fields and extensive plains. In this paper
we present a map of the Culann–Tohil region, which contains the active volcano Culann Patera and the enigmatic
mountain-volcano complex: Tohil Mons, Radegast Patera,
and Tohil Patera. Culann Patera is at the center of a dynamic
volcanic complex (see cover of Science, 288, No. 5469, 19
May 2000) that has produced diverse volcanic deposits, and
Tohil is a well-studied example of Io’s unusual mountains,
many of which are found in close proximity to one or more
paterae (e.g., Turtle et al., 2001; Jaeger et al., 2003). As in
our previous paper, we used various image mosaics obtained
by the Galileo Solid State Imaging (SSI) experiment (combined with lower resolution SSI color data), along with Near
Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) multispectral data,
which provide temperature estimates and compositional information, to produce a geomorphologic map of this region.
Where imaging coverage in this region allowed, Galileo
images were also used to create Digital Elevation Models
(DEMs) to investigate topographic relationships. From these
data, we infer the history of volcanic activity in this region,
and compare this region with the previously mapped Chaac–
Camaxtli region (Williams et al., 2002).

2. Background
2.1. Approach
A review of previous geologic mapping of Io using Voyager images, along with a summary of current interpretations
of Io color and age relationships were given in our previous
mapping paper on the Chaac–Camaxtli region (Williams et
al., 2002). Our goals in mapping the Culann–Tohil region
include:
(1) deciphering the range of volcanic activity at Culann Patera as indicated by its multicolored appearance,
(2) understanding the geologic evolution of Tohil Mons and
its relationship to nearby paterae, and
(3) comparing the geology of this region to that in our map
of the Chaac–Camaxtli region to further understand how
the regional geologic relationships are related to broader
questions about Io’s nature and evolution.
For example, are there differences in volcanic vent morphologies, tectonic styles, or eruption products between
these two regions of the antijovian hemisphere?
We follow the established techniques for planetary mapping (e.g., Shoemaker and Hackman, 1962; Wilhelms, 1972,
1990; Tanaka et al., 1994), in order to identify the variety
and sequence of volcanic materials in this region and how
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they have modified the surface. Strictly speaking, our maps
are “geomorphologic maps” rather than “geologic maps” in
the sense that terrestrial geologists define them, as all of our
mapping is based on morphologic, albedo, color or spectral variations in remote sensing data, and we do not have
any direct observations of lithologies or rock ages. Experience from terrestrial field mapping demonstrates that remote sensing-based, nonground-truthed, geologic mapping
is able to provide accurate three-dimensional distributions
of rock types and their age relationships only under ideal
circumstances. Nevertheless, traditional planetary geologic
mapping remains a useful tool to organize observations and
present results until ground truth can be obtained (Wilhelms,
1990; Moore and Wilhelms, 2001).
2.2. Galileo SSI imaging of the Culann–Tohil region
Figures 1a and 1b contain the best Voyager and Galileo
views (respectively) of the Culann–Tohil region, including
the approved names for geologic features in this region (see
Table 1). This region is located in the leading quadrant of
Io’s antijovian hemisphere between 5◦ N–42◦ S and 155◦ –
170◦ W, and is roughly bounded in the north by Michabo
Patera (to the west of Prometheus) in Colchis Regio, and
bounded in the south by Mycenae Regio. This region of Io
was poorly imaged by the Voyager spacecraft, with resolutions between 5–20 km/pixel (Smith et al., 1979a, 1979b).
No geological studies of this region were done using Voyager data, except for the mapping of ambiguous dark spots as
“Patera Floor Material” in the global geologic map of Crown
et al. (1992). These spots are now known to be associated
with the volcanoes Michabo Patera, Tsũi Goab Fluctus and
Tsũi Goab1 Tholus, Culann Patera, Wabasso Patera, Tohil
Patera and Radegast Patera. Crown et al. (1992) also mapped
several of the Culann lava flows as a unit of “Lobate Material.”
The primary image product (Fig. 1b) used for our mapping is the 6-frame mosaic of the Culann–Tohil region (observation I32TERMIN01, 330 m/pixel; see also Turtle et al.,
2004) obtained during the Galileo I32 flyby (October 2001),
merged with the C21 low-phase angle (4◦ ), low-resolution
(1.4 km/pixel) color data (for a list of Galileo orbit designations, see Table 2). The near-terminator observation captured the geologic features in this region at a low-sun angle
(incidence angle = 81◦ ), and thus provides a good view
of local topography. Previously obtained mosaics of Culann (observation I25CULANN01, 205 m/pixel; McEwen et
al., 2000; Keszthelyi et al., 2001) and Tohil (I27TOHIL01,
165 m/pixel; Turtle et al., 2001) merged with orbit C21
color data (Fig. 2) were also used in this study to help define
and characterize the geologic units in this region. The orbit
1 The Khoi-Khoi (Hottentot) god of rain and thunder has the full name
Tsũi Goab, which has also been spelled as Tsuni Goam (Werner, 1964).
Hereafter in this paper, volcanic features with this name will use the name
Tsũi Goab.
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Fig. 1. (a) Best Voyager coverage of the Culann–Tohil region, with resolution between
5–20 km/pixel. Extracted from NASA Planetary Photojournal Catalog Image #PIA00319.
(b) Galileo color mosaic of the Culann–Tohil region. This image combines the 6-frame
regional mosaic I32ISTERMIN01 (330 m/pixel) with the lower-resolution color mosaic
C21ISCOLOR01 (1.4 km/pixel, phase angle = 4◦ ). The I32 mosaic is an orthographic
projection, centered on the sub-spacecraft point (3.5◦ S, 130.6◦ W), and was obtained at
a low-sun angle (incidence angle = 81◦ ) near the terminator, with illumination coming from
the east. Non-horizontal faces are illuminated, enabling detection of topographic features.
Galileo image processing by Moses Milazzo, University of Arizona.

I32 encounter also included a very high resolution, low-sun
mosaic of parts of Tohil Mons, Radegast Patera, and Tohil
Patera (observation I32TOHIL01, ∼ 50 m/pixel; Turtle et
al., 2004) (Fig. 3), which was used to aid in morphological
characterizations of some units.
Topographic data for the map area are derived from
two techniques. Semi-controlled topography was derived
from analysis of C21–I24 regional stereo image coverage at ∼ 1.4 km/pixel horizontal resolution. The derived
DEM (method described in Schenk and Bulmer (1998) and
Schenk and Wilson, in preparation) has a vertical precision
of ∼ 550 m, but is somewhat compromised by radiation
damage to the images, which gives the DEM a speckle simi-

Fig. 2. Galileo color mosaic of the central Culann–Tohil region,
including Culann Patera, Tohil Mons, Tohil Patera, and Radegast Patera. This image combines the 4-frame I25 Culann mosaic
I25ISCULAN01 (205 m/pixel) and the 4-frame I27 Tohil mosaic
I27ISTOHIL01 (165 m/pixel) with the lower-resolution color
mosaic C21ISCOLOR01 (1.4 km/pixel, phase angle = 4◦ ). This
composite mosaic is an orthographic projection, centered on the
sub-spacecraft point (25.5◦ S, 160◦ W), and was obtained at a
high-sun angle, with illumination coming from the east. Image
processing by Moses Milazzo, University of Arizona.

lar to that seen in Magellan radar images. Nonetheless, areas
of high contrast are well represented in the DEM. Additional
high resolution DEM data of Tohil Mons were derived from
I24–I27 stereo imaging at 150 m/pixel horizontal resolution
(Fig. 4). These data have a vertical precision of ∼ 80 m. Supplemental topographic data were obtained from the orbit I32
6-frame mosaic using a new, rapid, two-dimensional photoclinometry procedure developed by Paul Schenk, which
takes the effects of local albedos into account. Although unreliable at 100-km wavelengths, these data provide detailed
data for local relief such as scarps and ridges. For more information on these topographic datasets, see Schenk et al.
(2004).
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Table 1
Named volcanic and tectonic features in the Culann–Tohil region (refer to Fig. 1b)
Name

Lat (N) Lon (W)

Size (km)

Hot spot Notes

Michabo Pateraa

1.7

167.1

100 × 58

Y

Tsũi Goab Fluctusa
Tsũi Goab Tholusa

0.0
0.5

163.3
162.4

83 × 40
56 × 35

Y
N

Culann Patera

−19.0

159.3

7 × 23 (vent)

Y

Wabasso Pateraa
Tohil Mons
Tohil Patera
Radegast Pateraa
Nina Patera

−22.0
−27.7
−25.1
−26.9
−37.2

166.0
161.8
157.7
159.2
161.9

25
345.3 × 111.6b
∼ 115 × 85c
29 × 21
Unknown

N
N
N
Y
N

Origin of name

Detected by NIMS on orbit 31

Algonquin “great hare” & creator of the Earth, associated with the Sun & master of thunder & wind
Seen by NIMS, orbits 27, 31, 32
Khoi-Khoi (Hottentot) god of rain and thunder
Shield volcano east of Tsũi Goab Khoi-Khoi (Hottentot) god of rain and thunder
Fluctus
Detected by NIMS including on or- Celtic smith god
bits 24, 32; Vent buried
Potawatomi Sun god
Central American god who gave fire to man
Central American god who gave fire to man
Detected by NIMS on orbit 32
Slav god of the Sun
Vent buried
Inca god of fire

a Name provisionally approved by the IAU.
b From Schenk et al. (2001).
c From Turtle et al. (2001).

2.3. Galileo SSI color interpretation of Io

Table 2
Galileo mission encountersa
Mission
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
NOM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GEM
GMM
GMM
GMM
GMM
GMM
GMM
GMM
GMM
GMM

Flyby/orbit
J0b
G1
G2
C3
E4
E5b
E6
G7
G8
C9
C10
E11
E12
E13b
E14
E15
E16b
E17
E18b
E19
C20
C21
C22
C23b
I24
I25
E26
I27
G28
G29
C30
I31
I32
I33
A34b
J35b,c

Date
December 7, 1995
June 29, 1996
September 6, 1996
November 6, 1996
December 18, 1996
January 20, 1997
February 20, 1997
April 3, 1997
May 7, 1997
June 27, 1997
September 18, 1997
November 7, 1997
December 16, 1997
February 10, 1998
March 29, 1998
May 31, 1998
July 21, 1998
September 26, 1998
November 22, 1998
February 1, 1999
May 5, 1999
June 30, 1999
August 14, 1999
September 16, 1999
October 11, 1999
November 26, 1999
January 4, 2000
February 22, 2000
May 20, 2000
December 28, 2000
May 25, 2001
August 6, 2001
October 16, 2001
January 17, 2002
November 5, 2002
September 21, 2003

a Orbit letter designates primary remote sensing target: J, Jupiter; I, Io;
E, Europa; G, Ganymede; C, Callisto; A, Amalthea. NOM, Galileo Nominal Mission; GEM, Galileo Europa Mission; GMM, Galileo Millennium
Mission.
b No SSI data collected on these orbits.
c Galileo impact into Jupiter.

Io is the most colorful body in the Solar System, and
the colors appear to represent volcanic materials with distinct compositions and/or emplacement styles. Thus, we attempted to utilize color to aid in our geologic mapping.
Much new insight into the interpretation of Io’s color pallette has been gained through study of Galileo SSI and NIMS
data (e.g., Simonelli et al., 1997; Geissler et al., 1999, 2000),
along with Hubble Space Telescope (HST: see Spencer et al.,
2000) data and ongoing laboratory studies of volcanogenic
sulfur (e.g., Kargel et al., 1999). Here we summarize concepts related to color interpretation of Io that are important
for geologic mapping.
Because of the different geometries of the Galileo spacecraft’s encounters with Io, color images of Io were obtained
at a variety of resolutions and phase angles. Simonelli et al.
(1997) and Geissler et al. (1999, 2000) discuss some of the
complexities involved in assessing Io’s color variations in
terms of image geometry and photometry. Of key importance to geologic mapping is recognition that surface colors
on Io change with increasing phase angle: polar deposits and
some light-colored plume deposits around active volcanic
centers brighten, whereas materials in the equatorial band
darken (Geissler et al., 2000). These coloration changes were
attributed to the presence of thin, fine-grained SO2 frosts that
are transparent under normal low-phase illumination but that
become visible under high-phase illumination (Geissler et
al., 2000). For consistency in geologic mapping, therefore,
it is important to use color images that were obtained at a
uniform, preferably low, phase angle. For all our color interpretation, we utilize the Galileo orbit C21 Io color mosaic of
the antijovian hemisphere (July 1999), which was obtained
at a phase angle of 4◦ .
A thorough summary of previous and current spectral and
compositional interpretation of Galileo color data of Io was
presented by Geissler et al. (1999). The Galileo SSI camera
imaged Io at longer wavelengths than the Voyager camera,
including a red filter at 665 nanometers (nm), and near-
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Fig. 3. Highest resolution (50 m/pixel) mosaic of a portion of the Culann–Tohil region of Io obtained by the Galileo spacecraft (NASA Planetary Photojournal
Catalog Image #PIA03527.) This mosaic provides good views of the Mottled Mountain Material and Lineated Mountain Material on Tohil Mons, the Dark
Patera Floor Material inside Radegast Patera, and the Bright Patera Floor Material in southwestern Tohil Patera. Image processing by David Williams, Arizona
State University.
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materials, white materials, and dark materials. The red materials, which were subdivided into two subunits (regional
red–orange units typically found in polar regions, and local red ring materials found around some active volcanic
hotspots like Pele), are interpreted to be composed of shortchain sulfur molecules (S3 , S4 ) resulting (in the case of the
polar units) from breakdown of cyclo-S8 by charged particle
irradiation (Johnson, 1997) and (in the case of the red rings)
by condensation from S2 -rich volcanic gases in the plumes
of active vents (Spencer et al., 2000).
The yellow materials, which cover about 40% of Io’s surface, were likewise subdivided by Geissler et al. (1999) into
two subunits: regional yellow materials covering large equatorial plains, and local greenish-yellow patches observed
near or in some paterae. Galileo SSI 4–6 point multispectral data were compared with the laboratory spectra of > 650
rocks and minerals, and Geissler et al. (1999) interpreted the
yellow materials to be most consistent with cyclo-S8 with or
without a covering of SO2 frosts deposited by plumes. Alternatively, Hapke (1989) showed that yellow color on Io can
be produced by polysulfur oxide and S2 O without requiring
large quantities of elemental sulfur, a hypothesis that is still
viable. In contrast, the greenish-yellow patches are thought
to be composed of either some sulfur compound contaminated by iron, or silicates such as olivine or pyroxene with
or without sulfur-bearing contaminants. This interpretation
is consistent with the locations of these units in or near paterae, suggesting intimate interaction between silicate lava

(b)
Fig. 4. (a) Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of Tohil Mons. The topography
(color-coded according to the scale bar) was merged with low-sun medium
resolution image mosaic of Tohil Mons from orbit I32. DEM was derived
from analysis of I24–I27 stereo sequence and has a vertical precision of
∼ 50 m, although this is degraded slightly by the scrambling of the original
I24 images (see Keszthelyi et al., 2001). The dark line shows the location of
the profile in Fig. 4b. North is to the top. Image processing by Paul Schenk,
Lunar and Planetary Institute. (b) Topographic profile across the center of
Tohil Mons. The profile runs from north to south and shows the central
depression of Tohil Mons, which lies ∼ 2 km above the surrounding plains
and is surrounded by a low ridge to the north and a steep sided ridge to
the southwest. Also apparent is a terrace block on the southern rim of the
depression, which extends roughly half the circumference of the depression.
Drop-outs are areas where the autocorrelation procedure failed to produce
results.

infrared filters at 757, 888, and 991 nm. Combined with
images obtained through the 413 nm (violet) and 560 nm
(green) filters, the SSI produced color images of Io that are
much closer to “true color” (i.e., that seen by the human
eye) than any previous instrument (Figs. 1b, 2). Using available data from the SSI and NIMS, Geissler et al. (1999)
defined four primary color units on Io: red materials, yellow

Fig. 5. Type examples of geologic units in the mapped area. Bright plains
material, pb ; dark patera floor material, pfd ; bright patera floor material,
pfb ; undivided slope material, su ; lineated mountain material, ml ; mottled
mountain material, mm ; bright tholus material, tb ; bright flow material, fb ;
undivided flow material, fu ; dark flow material, fd ; red flow material, fr ;
white diffuse material, dw ; bright diffuse material, db ; dark diffuse material, dd ; red diffuse material, dr ; green diffuse material, dg .
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flows or lava lakes and either sulfur flows or sulfurous fallout
from plumes (McEwen et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2000).
The white (to gray) materials cover about 27% of Io’s surface, and have been extensively studied using NIMS data.
The NIMS instrument has several detectors that are particularly sensitive to SO2 , whose data can be analyzed to
assess grain size and abundance (e.g., Douté et al., 2001).
The white units are interpreted to be composed of coarse- to
moderate-grained SO2 (Carlson et al., 1997), likely resulting
from plume fallout that has recrystallized in Io’s environment (Douté et al., 2001, 2002).
The dark spots, which cover about 1.4% of the surface,
mostly correlate with active hotspots (Lopes-Gautier et al.,
1999; Lopes et al., 2001). These spots occur as very dark
(black) patera floors, lava flow fields, or as less-dark diffuse
materials near or surrounding active vents. Galileo multispectral studies of the dark spots (Geissler et al., 1999) found
that these materials were most consistent with Mg-rich orthopyroxene (enstatite or bronzitehypersthene), as indicated
by their strong 0.9 µm absorption. Thus, these materials are
interpreted to be composed of silicate lava flows or lava lakes
(within paterae) or diffuse silicate pyroclastic deposits near
paterae, of mafic to ultramafic composition (based on temperatures: see McEwen et al., 1998b).
It should be noted that the colors of some materials on
Io change as they age. By aging, we refer to irradiation of
surface materials, which tends to alter the color of sulfur materials (e.g., cyclo-S8 develops metastable impurities S3 and
S4 , with colors ranging from brownish-yellow to grayishyellow to orange: Nash and Fanale, 1977; Nelson and Hapke,
1978; Steudel et al., 1986; Hapke and Graham, 1989; Nelson
et al., 1990). The red materials are very ephemeral at some
vents, and tend to fade over a period of a few months. Dark
materials tend to brighten with time, as they develop coatings of sulfurous materials from plume deposits (Nash et al.,
1986). Bright materials tend to darken over time, as they interact with underlying or superposed materials. In addition
to brightening and darkening, some color units can completely change, the best example of which is the red material
on the floor of Pillan Patera which changed to a greenish
color over several months (Phillips, 2000; Keszthelyi et al.,
2001). Phillips (2000) interpreted this color change as due to
a reaction of short-chain red sulfur (S3 , S4 ) molecules with
warm, dark silicate lava. Kargel et al. (1999) has reviewed
the effects of various processes and interactions on sulfurous
materials, and they indicate that color changes to sulfurous
materials occur on timescales that are geologically important
for Io (days to years). Therefore we think these type of surface changes may be useful in helping to determine relative
ages at some localities.

3. Material units
Our initial analysis of the I32 image mosaic that serves as
our basemap (Fig. 1b) revealed several features that were

poorly discerned or indiscernable in the lower-resolution
C21 color mosaic: the irregularly-shaped Michabo Patera,
the new shield volcano Tsũi Goab Tholus, and the ambiguous mountain complex, Tohil. Tohil Mons is enigmatic in
that it is adjacent to two apparently active paterae, both on
the mountain’s northeast flank. Closest to the mountain’s
flank is the smaller, almost circular (∼ 28 km diameter)
Radegast Patera. It has a dark floor and is a NIMS hot spot
(Lopes et al., 2004), indicative of recent volcanism. Further
to the northeast is the larger (∼ 115 km × 85 km) Tohil
Patera, which has a multicolored floor and more subdued
topography. Most of the paterae in this region are elliptical
or ovoid in shape, in contrast to several paterae in the Chaac–
Camaxtli region that are irregularly-shaped and are thought
to be indicative of some tectonic modification (Jaeger et al.,
2001; Radebaugh et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2002). Previous studies of Io’s mountains (Turtle et al., 2001; Schenk et
al., 2001) indicate that Tohil Mons has a south-central massif that is ∼ 5–9 km tall, and has a WNW-ESE trend with
a length of ∼ 345 km, a width of ∼ 111 km, and covers
an area of ∼ 43,130 km2 . Our DEM confirms an elevation of ∼ 10 km at one isolated peak southeast of Radegast
Patera. South of the Tohil mountain-patera complex is a preVoyager dark flow field named Mycenae Regio. It contains
the apparently buried volcano Nina Patera, consists of a variety of ill-defined flows, and is surrounded by a halo of white
diffuse material.
Our analysis of the Galileo images of the Culann–Tohil
region suggests that there are at least 16 distinct morphologic units that can be identified, including 5 types of diffuse
deposits. In all cases relative albedos and colors from the
merged I32 mosaic were used, along with morphological
differences, to define and characterize material units (unless
otherwise specified). Although the colors of the Galileo images are typically more vibrant (particularly reds and blues)
than the human eye would see (due to the SSI’s filter wavelengths and the saturation caused by image processing that
combines color with albedo and topography), they are a
close approximation to the true color of Io’s surface. Type
localities of each material unit are shown in color in Fig. 5.
Where possible, we have used map units developed from,
or modified from, our previous work mapping the Chaac–
Camaxtli region.
3.1. Hummocky bright plains material, pb
Description: Layered, hummocky surface yellow to white–
gray in color at equatorial latitudes to yellow–brown at polar
latitudes, with albedo intermediate between Dark and Bright
Patera Floor materials. Color images show some variation
in the plains between darker and brighter areas, perhaps
related in part to variations in SO2 grain size or abundance (Douté et al., 2001). Plains near volcanic centers
are mantled by various types of diffuse materials. Hummocky texture is somewhat variable, from ill-defined on the
stratigraphically lowest layers to prominently ridged on the
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stratigraphically highest layers, which tend to occur away
from active volcanic centers. In the Culann–Tohil region the
plains often contains scarps, grooves, pits, mesas, grabenlike depressions, and channel-like features, in which scarp
heights range typically from 50–100 m. No high-resolution
grayscale images of the plains were obtained in this region,
but near the eastern margin of Chaac Patera and Ot Mons individual hummocks were seen to be bright, irregular mounds
in a matrix of darker, smoother material, oriented roughly
N–S. (In the very high-res Chaac observation this is consistent with a roughly perpendicular orientation relative to the
patera rim, but this pattern does not seem to hold across the
lower resolution mosaic.) In this region, the ridged, mesalike region between Tsũi Goab Tholus and Culann Patera
has north–south trending ridges with amplitudes of 10 to 35
m (from photoclinometry) and spacings of 1–2 km.
Interpretation: Sulfur dioxide (SO2 )-rich surface shaped
into periodic, km-scale undulations. Surface deposits formed
by a combination of volcanic plume fallout (i.e., diffuse deposits near specific vents such as Prometheus and Culann)
and frost deposition (i.e., frozen sulfurous gases from indeterminate sources that condense out of Io’s atmosphere,
covering wide areas). The process that forms the hummocky
texture is not currently known, although some ideas include:
(a) rhythmic features produced by SO2 sublimation,
(b) dunes deposited by pyroclastic activity (McEwen et al.,
2000),
(c) tectonic modification of crustal materials (Moore et al.,
2000),
(d) gravitational slumping (e.g., Moore et al., 2001),
(e) tidal working of light surface materials (e.g., Bart et al.,
2004), or other presently unknown processes.
Orientations of the hummocks are shown to be consistent
with current tidal flexing (Bart et al., 2004).
3.2. Dark Patera floor material, pfd
Description: Reddish-green to gray to black surface with
considerable variation in albedo and texture. In the high resolution (50 m/pixel) mosaic (Fig. 3) within Radegast Patera,
this material appears smooth and dark (NIMS detected a
warm spot in the small flow within Radegast Patera—see
Lopes et al., 2004); higher-resolution images of the floor of
Chaac Patera (Williams et al., 2002) showed that this material can contain an interwoven mixture of relatively bright
and dark features, irregular hummocks, and pits. Usually little sulfur dioxide is present, based on previous studies using
NIMS data (Lopes et al., 2001).
Interpretation: Green, red, brown, and gray surfaces are
thought to be cool silicate lavas coated by sulfurous materials or various silicate and sulfurous flows; black surfaces
are likely warm, recently-emplaced, coalesced silicate lava
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flows or (in cases where Dark Patera Floor Materials cover
the whole interior of a patera) crusted lava lakes (Lopes et
al., 2001; Douté et al., 2001; Radebaugh et al., 2004).
3.3. Bright patera floor material, pfb
Description: Bright pinkish–white to red–orange to light
gray unit with smooth surface at high and medium resolution. Has distinct contact with surrounding terrain, usually
found within paterae but can also occur on or beyond their
rims. Galileo NIMS data indicate an enhanced signature of
sulfur dioxide in the pinkish-white material in southwestern
Tohil Patera (Lopes et al., 2001), which SSI high-resolution
images (Fig. 3) show to have flow-like margins.
Interpretation: White, yellow, and orange surfaces containing significant amounts of SO2 , requiring cold temperatures. Surfaces may be formed as coatings on cold silicate
lava flows in inactive paterae (e.g., Michabo Patera), as primary flows or ‘ponds’ of sulfur or SO2 (e.g., SW Tohil
Patera), or as melting or sublimating Plains material being
removed due to the heat of underlying, rising magma bodies (e.g., paterae in the Chaac–Camaxtli region: Keszthelyi
et al., 2004).
3.4. Undifferentiated material, su
Description: Small, smooth, dark unit at the base of the
southeast scarp inside Michabo Patera. This unit has a distinct contact with the patera floor, with highly linear margins
and a top surface that appears to be angled away from the
illumination direction. It is wider along its western margin than along the margin that is in contact with the inner
patera wall. There are no lobes or other morphologic features clearly indicative of a lava flow, but there is also no
indentation in the caldera wall to suggest collapse and no
known landslide deposit on Io has a color different from its
surroundings. The unit’s linear margins might be more suggestive of a tectonic rather than volcanic origin. However,
this unit may correlate with a new NIMS hotspot detected in
the orbit I31 data (Lopes et al., 2004).
Interpretation: An unknown material, probably either a
landslide or a lava flow. If a lava flow, the dark color suggests a silicate (mafic to ultramafic) composition.
3.5. Lineated mountain material, ml
Description: Dark yellow to greenish-brown unit that appears cut by lineations in high-sun images, in which the
lineations correspond to topographically-distinct ridges,
grooves, graben, scarps, and lineaments in low-sun images.
In Tohil Mons, a northern region (subunit 2) with more
pronounced ridges and scarps (based on shadows) can be
distinguished from a southern region with more subdued
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ridges and scarps (subunit 1). This unit contains a steepsloped amphitheater partially obscured by shadow. Parts of
this unit may be mantled by bright diffuse material.

than the bright flows in the Chaac–Camaxtli region. Contacts with surrounding terrain are distinct. Less distinct, less
bright flows occur in Mycenae Regio.

Interpretation: Sections of mountains disrupted by planar
structural features. Structures are likely to be faults involved
in uplift and/or lateral collapse of the edifice.

Interpretation: Lava flows of sulfur-rich materials, or alternatively silicate flows covered by S-rich deposits. The
bright flows of Tsũi Goab Fluctus may be the best example
of active sulfur flows observed during the Galileo Mission.
The darker colors in the Mycenae Regio bright flows may
represent either variation in lava composition, variation in
sulfurous coatings, or color change induced by radiation exposure (see Section 2.3).

3.6. Mottled mountain material, mm
Description: Dark yellow to greenish-brown unit that occurs in mottled lobes that are relatively lacking in lineations
compared to the Lineated Mountain Material as seen in lowresolution, low-sun images. In high-resolution, low-sun images (Fig. 3), the mottled texture is seen to consist of domical mounds of material. In Tohil Mons, outlying regions of
this material (subunit 1) appear more subdued and lack tall,
sharp-edged scarps relative to the region that makes up the
central mountain complex (subunit 2). Individual lobes of
this unit contain a few scarps and ill-defined lineations, and
individual domical mounds of this material occur below terminal scarps on the surrounding plains. Parts of this unit may
be mantled by bright diffuse material.
Interpretation: Sections of mountains that show evidence
of mass wasting processes, most likely involving flow with
or without rotational sliding (e.g., debris aprons from rock
and debris avalanches similar to those interpreted for Euboea
Montes: Schenk and Bulmer, 1998). The older, degraded
subunit 1 is interpreted to be a possible landslide, whereas
the younger, fresher-appearing subunit 2 is interpreted to be
a probable series of landslides.
3.7. Bright tholus material, tb
Description: Yellow–brown unit that makes up an elliptical raised edifice ∼ 40 by 55 km across that is separated
from the surrounding plains by a distinct scarp, and which
contains one or more circular central pits. Irregular radial
grooves occur along the edges of the edifice. The edifice may
be partially covered by dark diffuse material.
Interpretation: A shield volcano (Tsũi Goab Tholus) that
may be largely composed of silicate or sulfurous materials
(see discussion in Moore et al., 1986; Lopes et al., 2004).
3.8. Bright flow material, fb
Description: At medium resolution, this unit appears as
smooth bright yellow to orange–yellow sub-linear flows.
Lengths exceed widths, but to a lesser extent than that observed in the dark flows in this region. The primary occurrence is just west of Tsũi Goab Tholus, in a region that
corresponds to NIMS hot spot I27D (Lopes et al., 2001).
These bright flows are generally less areally extensive than
the dark flows in this region, and are less areally extensive

3.9. Undivided flow material, fu
Description: Terrain consisting of bright and dark flows
with a range of albedos. Contacts are not distinct, making
it difficult to distinguish individual flows.
Interpretation: Lava flows of indeterminate type, mostly
likely from various Voyager-era or earlier sulfur-rich and/or
silicate-rich effusive eruptions, older than materials defined
as fb , fr , or fd . Range of albedos due to coating of flow
surfaces by pyroclastic materials or condensates, and/or the
effects of aging in the ionian environment (see Section 2.3).
3.10. Dark flow material, fd
Description: At medium resolution, appears as smooth
dark (black to brown) lobate flows with lengths much greater
than their widths. Contacts with surrounding terrain are
sharp, and flows often extend toward and into apparent structural lows. Variation in albedos and cross-cutting relations
can be used to define age relationships in some cases to separate younger (fd2 ) from older (fd1) flows. High-temperature
hot spots usually correlate with dark flows as has been noted
in NIMS observations (Lopes et al., 2001; Williams et al.,
2002) both inside and outside paterae, including the small
dark flow within Radegast Patera (Lopes et al., 2004). For
example, the Culann Patera hot spot in I24 NIMS data appears to correlate with the source of the darkest flows at this
volcano.
Interpretation: Lava flows of warm silicate materials from
mafic or ultramafic silicate eruptions (see McEwen et al.,
1998b; Williams et al., 2000). Range of albedos in dark flows
due to variation in lava composition, coating of flow surfaces
by sulfurous pyroclastic materials or condensates, or other
effects of aging in the ionian environment.
3.11. Red flow material, fr
Description: Red–brown irregular flow units with a distinct contact from surrounding material. This unit is so far
unique to the Culann Patera volcanic complex. Comparison
of the RGB color values of Diffuse Red Material, Dark Flow
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3.14. Dark diffuse material, dd

Table 3
Typical RGB color values for several units in the Culann–Tohil region
Unit

Red

Green

Blue

Red flow materials
Dark flow materials
Red diffuse materials
Red-mantled dark flow materials

204
62
202
159

125
33
96
92

55
22
40
28

Note: Although the red flows are as red as the Red Diffuse Materials (and
not as red as the red-mantled dark flows), they are much greener and bluer
than either the dark flows or red-mantled dark flows, indicative of a different
composition either intrinsic to the red flows or due to surface alteration.

Material, red-mantled dark flows, and Red Flow Material
within Culann Patera (Table 3) suggests that this unit has
a color distinct from that of the dark flows that are clearly
mantled by red diffuse deposits. Although there must be
some mantling of this unit by Red Diffuse Material, the color
of this unit appears intrinsic to the unit itself. The areal extent of this unit is less than that of the Dark Flow Material in
the Culann Patera volcanic complex.
Interpretation: Dark silicate lava flows which are compositionally different than those that constitute Dark Flow Material, although whether the difference is caused by surficial
alteration or a distinct chemistry cannot be determined.
3.12. White diffuse material, dw
Description: White unit that appears to thinly mantle underlying materials, occurring mostly as a halo around the
flows of Mycenae Regio. This unit may also occur as a mantle that slightly obscures the texture in the Hummocky Bright
Plains Material to the west and south of Michabo Patera;
however, if present it is so thin that we cannot confidently
map its boundaries and thus have not included it on the map.
Interpretation: Explosively-emplaced pyroclastic deposits,
possibly dominated by sulfur dioxide. Volatiles may come
from surficial deposits or near-surface ‘aquifers’ of SO2
that are remobilized by nearby volcanic heat sources, as has
been inferred to produce the radial white streaks around the
Prometheus flow field (Kieffer et al., 2000; Milazzo et al.,
2001).
3.13. Bright diffuse material, db
Description: Bright yellowish unit that appears to thinly
mantle underlying materials, occurring mostly in an annulus surrounding Culann Patera (more clearly seen in global
images).
Interpretation: Explosively-emplaced pyroclastic deposits
dominated by sulfurous materials. SO2 may be a component
of this material; however, the color suggests that sulfur or
other contaminants must be present.

Description: Dark brown to black unit that appears to
thinly mantle underlying materials, occurring mostly on Tsũi
Goab Tholus and underlying the bright flows of Tsũi Goab
Fluctus.
Interpretation: Explosively-emplaced pyroclastic deposits
rich in mafic to ultramafic silicates, and possibly black sulfur
in some cases. Spectral analysis of the dark diffuse deposit
from the 1997 Pillan eruption is consistent with Mg-rich silicates (Geissler et al., 1999).
3.15. Red diffuse material, dr
Description: Dark red unit that thinly mantles underlying
materials, occurring as an asymmetric ring around Culann
Patera with decreasing optical depth with increasing distance
from the vent complex.
Interpretation: Explosively-emplaced pyroclastic deposits
rich in metastable, short-chain sulfur polymers. The metastable S3 and S4 allotropes, red when quenched in their
high-temperature forms (Spencer et al., 1997), could act as
colorizing contaminants within bright, transparent material
such as SO2 (Geissler et al., 1999). Source appears to be primary magmatic S2 gas (Smythe et al., 2000; Keszthelyi et
al., 2001) coming from the Culann vent.
3.16. Green diffuse material, dg
Description: Irregular, dark green unit that thinly mantles
underlying materials, occurring primarily around the Culann
vent complex inward of the Red Diffuse Material, but also as
patches on the floor of Tohil Patera. The irregular boundaries
appear to correspond with underlying dark flows.
Interpretation: Alteration coating produced by the interaction of Red Diffuse Deposits with warm silicate lava flows.

4. Galileo NIMS imaging of the Culann–Tohil region
Galileo NIMS obtained coverage over parts of the antijovian hemisphere at 1.0–4.7 µm during orbits I24–I27
and I31–I32, with various resolutions between ∼ 500 m to
50 km/NIMS pixel. As previously stated, Lopes et al. (2001)
identified two hot spots in the Culann–Tohil region in the
NIMS data during orbits I24–I27. The first, located in Culann Patera, was detected numerous times during the Galileo
mission and was classified as a persistent hot spot (LopesGautier et al., 1999). It was detected as a bright hot spot
during the orbit I24 flyby (color temperature = 207 ±27 ◦ C).
Culann was also studied using NIMS to assess relative SO2
abundance during orbit I25. Lopes et al. (2001) reported,
building on their previous findings (Lopes-Gautier et al.,
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2000), that a relatively high concentration of SO2 corresponded to surfaces covered by reddish materials in the SSI
images. As reddish diffuse deposits on Io were previously
interpreted to be short-chain sulfur polymorphs (S3 –S4 ) derived from cooled S2 gas from explosive eruptions (Spencer
et al., 2000; McEwen et al., 2000), and because pure SO2
ice is thought to be transparent in visible light (appearing
whitish) on Io, we interpret these results from Lopes et al.
(2001) to suggest that some red deposits on Io may contain
a contaminating SO2 component, and that a mix of sulfurbearing gases have been expelled from Culann during eruptions in the post-Voyager era.
Lopes et al. (2001) reported that the southwestern portion
of Tohil Patera had an enhanced spectral signature for SO2 .
We observe that this area corresponds to a section of the patera floor that is pinkish-white in color in recent SSI images,
and that has the appearance of smooth, fresh bright flows
with crenulated margins in the high-resolution Tohil mosaic
(Fig. 3). We speculate that this material might be a series
of SO2 flows that flooded the southwestern floor of Tohil
Patera. If so, then southwest Tohil Patera could be another
example of ‘ponds’ of frozen SO2 ice, perhaps effusively
emplaced, as interpreted in Balder Patera by Smythe et al.
(2000) and mapped by Williams et al. (2002).
A second hot spot in the Culann–Tohil region reported
by Lopes et al. (2001) occurs west of Prometheus (labeled
I27D in their Table 2), which has a blackbody temperature of ∼ 260 ± 95 ◦ C. This temperature range falls within
the range at which sulfur is a liquid (115–445 ◦ C: Theilig,
1982). The hot spot appears to correspond with the apparently freshly bright flow field Tsũi Goab Fluctus, just west of
the newly discovered shield volcano Tsũi Goab Tholus in the
I32 mosaic (Fig. 1b). A review of lower-resolution color images from earlier Galileo flybys shows that bright flows were
present in this location at least as early as orbit G2 (September 1996). Thus, any new bright flows emplaced from
the visible I27D NIMS hot spot were of limited areal extent, and were superposed upon existing bright flows rather
than covering additional plains. This hot spot was observed
during the orbit I27 flyby (February 2000), but is not visible in the I31 (August 2001) and I32 (October 2001) NIMS
data (the hot spots in these data are attributed to the dark material in Michabo Patera: Lopes et al., 2004). Although the
measured NIMS temperature of I27D is also consistent with
cooled silicate materials, the lack of any fresh dark materials in the area around the hotspot and the correspondence
of the hotspot to a fresh-looking bright flow field suggest
that Tsũi Goab Fluctus could be the best example of active
effusive sulfur volcanism on Io during the Galileo mission.
As stated, NIMS also detected warm spots in recent I31–I32
data that correlate with the darkest material within Radegast
Patera, and with the dark spot within Michabo Patera, which
are discussed more fully in Lopes et al. (2004).

5. Structures
Unlike the Chaac–Camaxtli region, the Culann–Tohil region contains a wide range of structural features, including
scarps, ridges, grooves, pits, mesas, graben, and lineaments,
that variously occur on Tohil Mons and in the equatorial
plains. Several small, sub-circular depressions, which may
be the remnants of inactive or undeveloped paterae, occur in
the plains. From the north side of the Culann flow field extend several arcuate grooves, one of which terminates into a
wider arcuate graben. These features may be the remnants
of stress fractures in Io’s crust resulting from tidal flexing,
or perhaps nonsynchronous rotation. Michabo Patera could
be a large collapse depression, as there is no evidence of
volcanic features outside the depression. There are probably more structural features present than we have mapped,
which were rendered invisible by extensive volcanic resurfacing.
Shadow lengths and directions reveal that most of the
paterae in this region have depressed interiors, similar to
terrestrial calderas. The shadow on the eastern edge of Michabo Patera corresponds to a depth of ∼ 1.3 km. Tohil Patera, which has very little topographic expression (on the
order of a few hundred meters from shadow measurements:
Turtle et al., 2004), is an exception. The more prominent
ridges on the north-central lobe of Lineated Mountain Material of Tohil Mons correspond to shadow heights of between
1–2 km.
As in all previous Io images, no impact craters were detected in this region, supporting the contention that Io’s average surface is very young, perhaps a few million years old
(McEwen et al., 2000).

6. Topography
While shadows can provide topographic information on
individual features such as scarps, relative elevations of
structures on regional scales must be derived from the C21–
I24 stereo mapping coverage. Our mapping area occurs
partially within Colchis Regio, an equatorial zone of relatively white smooth deposits punctuated by volcanic centers. Colchis Regio was thought to be broadly depressed
1–2 km relative to Io’s tidally distorted ellipsoid (Gaskell et
al., 1988; McEwen, 1995), based on Voyager low-resolution
imaging. However, analyses of regional-scale stereo imaging of the Colchis Regio hemisphere (Schenk and Wilson,
in preparation; Schenk and Wilson, 2003) suggests that the
equatorial region centered on our mapping area is depressed
no more than ∼ 1 km relative to higher latitudes. Tohil Mons
lies near the southern edge of this region.
Sites of individual volcanic eruptions in the mapping area
appear to occur very close to the regional topographic norm.
There appears to be little relief associated with Culann Patera, which lies at an elevation very similar to neighboring
plains. The same appears to be true of Tsũi Goab Fluc-
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tus, Wabasso Patera, Tohil Patera, and Mycenae Regio. The
impression of relief on Tsũi Goab Tholus is confirmed by
our photoclinometric mapping, which indicates relief on the
order of 700 m from plains to crest (Schenk et al., in preparation). We note that this low shield volcano is capped by
a small summit pit a few hundred meters deep. Within the
plains themselves, as noted above, scarps are generally no
more than 100 m high, as are the small pits and troughs
due northwest of Culann Patera. With the exception of Tohil
Mons, relief in our mapping area does not exceed 1 km.
Topographically, Tohil Mons can be divided into several
major sections (Fig. 4). An elongate plateau roughly 180 by
115 km long forms the eastern half. This section roughly
corresponds to our map unit ml1 . This plateau has a gently arching profile rising 3–5 km above the plains. The crest
rises steadily from the eastern end to the western end near
the center of the mountain, where it reaches a maximum
height of ∼ 8 km in the form of an isolated peak and where
it is abruptly terminated by a scarp dropping down to the
flat dark-floored Radegast Patera lying nearly at plains level.
This plateau is divided in two sections along the crest, a
somewhat smoother southern half and a northern part scored
by several parallel graben-like valleys paralleling the topographic trend of the mountain and roughly 0.5 to ∼ 1 km
deep.
The western half of Tohil Mons consists of two major parts. The northern quarter (map unit ml2 ) is a roughly
circular plateau up to 6 km high crossed by deep grabenlike valleys trending parallel to those in the eastern plateau.
Several graben also crosscut these structures, however. The
southern quarter (roughly, map units mm1 and mm2 ) consists
of several lobate shaped plateaus 1–2 km high, arranged in
stepwise progression of increasing height.
Where the two halves of Tohil Mons are joined, two large
amphitheaters are formed. The northern amphitheater is occupied by Radegast Patera. The southern amphitheater is
roughly circular and sits 1.75 km above the northern amphitheater and is completely enclosed by a steep-sided scarp.
The northern rim of this enclosed depression is ∼ 2 km high
above the surrounding plains, whereas the southern flank
rises steeply at least 6 km high toward the main crest which
rises ∼ 11 km above the surrounding plains, and forms a
circular arc surrounding the central depression. Along the
southern scarp is a semicircular bench or terrace 3 km above
the floor of the depression. This terrace is complete over only
1/4 of the total circumference of the depression. A narrow
linear ridge 3 to 6 km high extends southward from the main
crest trending NW-SE further dividing Tohil Mons. Flowlike features along the flanks of these highs are tentatively
interpreted as mass wasting features although a volcanic origin cannot be ruled out.
Based on these structural and topographic data, we suggest that Tohil Mons is consistent with formation by a
combination of compressional uplift and surficial extension
along the crest. The complex central morphology suggests
involvement of two cross-cutting structural trends. Topo-
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graphically, the western half could have moved laterally to
the southwest, suggestive of strike-slip movement along the
cross-cutting ridge, but there is little conclusive evidence
for this hypothesis. The large enclosed central amphitheater
could be volcanic in origin but no bright or dark volcanic deposits are discernable emanating from the depression or on
its floor. The partial terrace on the southern wall is suggestive of partial failure of the depression walls, which could
have buried the volcanic deposits, if any ever existed there.
A concentration of intrusive activity is not unreasonable at
the nexus of two intersecting structural trends but there is no
indication that the construction of the Tohil Mons massif is
volcanic in origin. If anything, volcanism is part of the degradational, rather than constructional, process of Tohil Mons.

7. Degradational processes
Landform degradation and mass wasting within the map
area ranges from large multi-kilometer-scale mass movements to smaller, hectometer-scale scarp retreat. The scarplike west and south faces of the Tohil Mons summit and
the lobe-like material extending beyond and below the foot
of that scarp are consistent with massive slope failure such
as was reported for other ionian mountains such as Euboea
Mons by Schenk and Bulmer (1998). These researchers interpreted the lobe-like material to be the result of large-scale
rock and debris avalanches.
The crenulate bounding scarps of the large mesas and
plateaus as well as the scarp at the base of Tsũi Goab Tholus
could have formed by erosional retreat. This hectometerscale scarp retreat might have been caused by one or more
mechanisms, such as McCauley et al. (1979)-style SO2 sapping or polysulfur oxide decomposition. Additionally, thermal erosion might have played a role; particularly in the
scarp retreat of the mesas just north of Tohil Patera. Thermal
erosion could have operated here if the mesas were composed of SO2 -rich material, perhaps a deposit of plume fallout, that later came under attack by high-temperature, lowviscosity lava flows which undercut the superjacent mesa
material, analogous to a mechanism proposed for the erosional shaping of sinuous rilles on Mars and the Earth’s
Moon (e.g., Carr, 1974). The scarps may also be subject to
plastic deformation and glacial-style flow of “warm” SO2
interstitial ice (Moore et al., 2001).

8. Discussion and implications
We have synthesized the data discussed above to produce
a geomorphologic map of the Culann–Tohil region, based on
the Galileo SSI mosaic I32TERMIN01, including a stratigraphic correlation of the map units (Fig. 6). It is important
to note that it is difficult to assess relative ages for some
units, as we lack time marker horizons. Thus, all surfaces
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Fig. 6. Geomorphologic map of the Culann–Tohil region, including a stratigraphic correlation of map units. Based on Fig. 1b. Vent symbols refer to visible
dark spots that appear to be the source of volcanic products. We assume most vents associated with active hotspots (green stars) inside paterae are buried by
flow material. Dashed lines are used for contacts and structural features that are not as easily discerned in the image—they could be buried, or simply less
well-exposed. For the stratigraphic correlation, it is important to note the difficulty in assessing relative ages for some units due to the lack of time marker
horizons. Thus, the reader should be aware that all surfaces mapped as a given geologic unit may not have formed at the same time.
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that are mapped as the same geologic unit did not necessarily form at the same time (as indicated by our stratigraphic
correlation). In each of the following sections we discuss
specific aspects of the geology of the Culann–Tohil region
as inferred from our map and supporting data.
8.1. Changes since Voyager
In our previous paper (Williams et al., 2002), we discussed some of the problems involved in comparing Voyager
and Galileo images, including variations in filter coverage
(e.g., the Voyager Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) camera did not image Io beyond orange wavelengths, whereas
the Galileo SSI camera had both red and 756 nm filters,
the latter of which was often used as our “red” component
in RGB images), variations in resolution, and variations in
lighting conditions (e.g., contrast reversals can occur with
differences in phase angle). Thus, although it is difficult to
make definitive statements about volcanically-induced surface changes, by using data from filters with comparable
spectral range we have made several observations.
First, as in the Chaac–Camaxtli region (Williams et al.,
2002), there is no evidence of large-scale (100s km) surface
changes in this region over the last 23 years. All of the dark
spots in the Voyager mosaic correspond to paterae and flucti
that are resolved in Galileo images. Second, there are several
small-scale changes that are apparent in the Culann–Tohil
region. The greatest change occurs in and around Culann
Patera: dark and bright flows observed by Voyager were
buried either by recent bright explosive deposits or by dark
lava flows (see also Keszthelyi et al., 2001). Fresh plume
eruptions have produced the extensive diffuse deposits seen
clearly even in global images. If there was any migration
of the plume vent at Culann, as observed at Prometheus
(McEwen et al., 1998a) and several paterae in the Chaac–
Camaxtli region (Williams et al., 2002), it is below the resolution of the Voyager data (5–20 km/pixel). The freshest,
darkest flows occur west of the presumed vent area, and are
fed by one or more dark lava channels or tubes (Keszthelyi et al., 2001). The dark flows that occupied northwestern
Tohil Patera in the Voyager images have mostly brightened,
due in part to pyroclastic mantling from Culann. In contrast, Radegast Patera apparently has become darker, and
thus volcanic activity closest to Tohil Mons appears to have
shifted from Tohil Patera to Radegast Patera. Although the
differences in image resolution between the Voyager flybys
(5–20 km/pixel), the early Galileo flybys (2–10 km/pixel),
the Galileo C21 flyby (1.4 km/pixel), and the Galileo I32
flyby (330 m/pixel) make it difficult to be certain, we think
that some fresh bright flows were emplaced in Tsũi Goab
Fluctus during the course of the Galileo Mission (see Section 4). Apparent brightening has occurred on the lava flows
of Mycenae Regio, and some new bright and dark flows may
have been emplaced since the Voyager flybys but prior to
the Galileo flybys. However, it is interesting to note that the
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diffuse white halo around Mycenae Regio is apparently unchanged.
8.2. Volcanic features and eruption styles
If the assumption is made that most of the color variations on Io represent materials of different chemical composition, which to a first order appears to be the case (Geissler
et al., 1999), then the visual evidence alone suggests that
there is great volcanic diversity in this region, ranging from
high-temperature, presumably silicate volcanism to lowtemperature, presumably sulfur volcanism. Discrete, past geologic events can be recognized from the mapping and stratigraphic relationships (e.g., the dark diffuse deposit underlying bright flows at Tsũi Goab Fluctus, the dark undifferentiated unit in Michabo Patera). Recent bright, perhaps sulfur,
flows were emplaced at Tsũi Goab Fluctus, whereas cryovolcanic sulfur dioxide was potentially emplaced as flows or
as ‘ponds’ in SW Tohil Patera. Recent dark, probably silicate, flows were emplaced in Tohil and Radegast Paterae,
and possibly two kinds of dark flows could have been emplaced at Culann Patera. There must be at least two volatile
gases, S2 and SO2 , that erupt either separately or in combination from Culann Patera to produce the different-colored,
different-shaped rings of plume deposits, and one or more of
these volatiles must make up the diffuse white halo around
Mycenae Regio. The simplest explanation for this diversity
of volcanic eruption styles and deposits is that there must
be shallow reservoirs of liquid sulfur, liquid sulfur dioxide,
and perhaps other sulfur-bearing materials that are tapped by
rising silicate magmas, as first proposed by Kieffer (1982).
Whether an eruption is explosive or effusive, or whether an
eruption releases a product composed of sulfur, SO2 , silicate, or some combination of these materials, depends upon
local environmental conditions (e.g., subsurface pressure),
tectonic factors (e.g., degree and depth of subsurface fracturing of the crust), and magmatic conditions (i.e., chemical
composition of rising silicate magmas and degree of interaction with various crustal volatile reservoirs). Indeed, Culann
appears to be similar to Pele, which erupts both S2 and SO2
in its plumes (Spencer et al., 2000) and seems to have an intermittent plume that produces a red ring deposit, although
at a much larger scale than Culann. Physical modeling by
Cataldo et al. (2002) of the Pele and Pillan plumes supports the hypothesis that variation in gas content in rising
silicate magma is the primary source for variation in explosivity and the dimensions of Io’s plumes. It is unclear
from the available data whether these volatiles are gases exsolved in ionian mafic to ultramafic magmas, or whether
the magmas are “dry” and assimilate volatiles from crustal
materials during ascent. Terrestrial ultramafic magmas are
thought to have been quite effective at assimilating crustal
materials (e.g., Huppert and Sparks, 1985; Williams et al.,
1998). As was suggested for the bright flows in the Chaac–
Camaxtli region (Williams et al., 2002), some of the bright
flows in this region could represent sulfurous plains material
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that was melted and remobilized by adjacent silicate magmas or lavas, as was inferred for the Mauna Loa sulfur flows
(Greeley et al., 1984).
8.3. Bright plains formation
Although a definitive explanation for the genesis of Io’s
bright plains (and particularly, the formation of the hummocky texture) still eludes us, each new mapping exercise
using Galileo data provides insights into the puzzle of bright
plains formation. Williams et al. (2002) noted that inactive
paterae in the Chaac–Camaxtli region have areas with the
same basic color as the bright plains material but without the
well-developed texture seen in the bright plains away from
the paterae. They also suggested that as activity waned in paterae, sulfur-bearing plume materials were able to accumulate over time, burying patera floors and scarps and slowly
transforming them into bright plains. Further support for this
hypothesis is found in the Culann–Tohil region, where the
apparently less active Michabo Patera may be in the early
stages of this transformation. Alternatively or additionally, a
new hypothesis by Keszthelyi et al. (this issue) suggests that
paterae begin by sublimation of crustal volatiles resulting in
the opening of caldera-like depressions which are eventually
filled by dark silicate materials. It is clear that longer term
study of paterae at high resolution and global mapping of
paterae may be required to determine fully their evolutionary sequence.
The hummocky texture is variable across Io’s plains. In
this region, the bright plains are layered, and the texture
is best preserved on mesas away from volcanic centers between Michabo and Culann Paterae. These layered plains are
cut by irregular scarps, grooves, pits, graben, and channellike features. Some of these features resemble those produced by erosional processes. There is no evidence of surface flows in this area, although there has certainly been
mantling by plume deposits. Douté et al. (2002) suggested,
from correlation maps of SO2 abundance and granularity
derived from Galileo NIMS data, that the equatorial plains
seem to achieve some kind of steady state between condensation, metamorphism, and sublimation of SO2 frost,
and that SO2 likely undergoes numerous cycles of sublimation/condensation at low latitudes. Moore et al. (2001) also
suggested that sublimation degradation or decomposition of
polysulfur oxides might play an important role in formation
of Io’s bright plains. We think one or more of these erosional
processes must be responsible for at least some of the scarps,
mesas, and channel-like features observed in the plains between Michabo and Culann Paterae.
8.4. Mountains and topographic relationships
Several SSI observations of the Galileo I32 flyby were selected to target Tohil Mons to better understand its structure
and relationship to nearby paterae (Turtle et al., 2001 and
2004). Our image analyses, mapping, and studies of DEMs

suggest that the mountain can be divided into a presumably
older autochthonous portion, and a presumably younger displaced portion, in which the displacement was caused by
mass wasting (e.g., flow with or without rotational sliding,
such as landslides or debris avalanches). Such an interpretation is consistent with earlier studies of Io’s mountains and
other features affected by degradational processes (Schenk
and Bulmer, 1998; Turtle et al., 2001; Moore et al., 2001).
It is interesting to note that, despite the apparent migration
of active high-temperature volcanism from Tohil Patera to
Radegast Patera, it is the southwest side of Tohil Mons, the
side that is apparently further from the active subsurface heat
source, that has undergone the more significant mass wasting rather than the northeast side that is adjacent to Radegast
Patera. Perhaps this fact is related to the compositional or
structural nature of the crustal material that makes up Tohil
Mons, or it is related to the orientation of the volcanic conduit that feeds Radegast Patera. Another possibility is that as
materials from Tohil Mons slump into Radegast Patera, they
are subsumed into the active lava lake, which quickly resurfaces itself, presenting us with a clean, chilled crust (Radebaugh et al., 2002). However, this possibility has not been
rigorously assessed; it may be highly unlikely due to the
volume of mountainous material involved. Furthermore, the
direction and orientation of movement of the crustal blocks
that make up Tohil remains unclear, although we think the
western half could have moved laterally to the southwest,
suggestive of strike-slip movement.
In contrast to the Chaac–Camaxtli region, there appears
to be no relationship between volcanic activity and topography and structure in this region. The two active hotspots detected by NIMS (Culann Patera and Tsũi Goab Fluctus) occur in relative structural lows, as do the interiors of Wabasso,
Radegast, and Tohil Paterae. However, these locations do
not have substantially different relief from the surrounding
plains. Michabo Patera, which appears to be less active, occurs on a mesa but also does not have substantially different
relief from its surroundings.
The volcanic activity closest to Tohil Mons occurs in
Radegast Patera, which we interpret to be the floor of a dark,
mafic to ultramafic lava lake. If Io’s crust is mostly mafic to
ultramafic silicate covered in layers of sulfur-bearing compounds, then the lithosphere should have the strength to support mountains like Tohil Mons (Clow and Carr, 1980; Carr
et al., 1998).
8.5. Subsurface relationships
We noted from mapping of the Chaac–Camaxtli region
(Williams et al., 2002) that most of the active volcanic centers are associated with relative structural lows (as indicated
by mapping of scarps), and that paterae on relative structural highs (i.e., mesas) tend to be less active or inactive.
We assumed that structural highs and lows around individual
features correlated with broader topographic highs and lows,
such that active volcanism is being influenced by crustal
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thickness: where the crust is thicker (topographic highs),
dense mafic to ultramafic melts have a harder time erupting
onto the patera floors and tend to produce deposits of limited areal extent and volume. In contrast, where the crust is
thinner (topographic lows), dense magmas more easily erupt
onto the surface, producing areally extensive dark flows with
adjacent bright deposits of (presumably) sulfurous flows
or plume deposits, likely from remobilized crustal sulfurbearing sources (Williams et al., 2002). We did not have
DEM analysis for our study of the Chaac–Camaxtli region,
which we have utilized in this study, and which shows no
correlation between location of active volcanism and surface relief (and presumably crustal thickness). We are currently preparing a DEM of the Chaac–Camaxtli region to
better determine if there are any correlations between active
volcanic sources and topography. It is clear that the relationships between locations of active volcanism and topography
and crustal thickness are complex, and perhaps will require
global geologic mapping and topographic analysis to elucidate these relationships.

9. Conclusions
Using Galileo SSI images from recent flybys (1999–
2002: Keszthelyi et al., 2001; Turtle et al., 2004), along with
NIMS spectral data processed for temperature estimates and
compositional information (Douté et al., 2001, 2002; Lopes
et al., 2001, 2004), we have produced a geomorphologic
map of the Culann–Tohil region of Io’s leading antijovian
hemisphere. The Culann–Tohil region contains at least 8 volcanic centers, three of which were active hotspots within
the last five years (Lopes et al., 2001, 2004). The most active volcano in this region is Culann Patera, which produces
both lava flows and rings of plume deposits of different
colors (and presumably different compositions), indicating
a complex interaction between silicate magmas and shallow crustal reservoirs of sulfur and sulfur dioxide. We have
mapped a new shield volcano Tsũi Goab Tholus, which has
an adjacent bright flow field that is the source of a lowtemperature NIMS hotspot, and may represent the best case
for active effusive sulfur volcanism during the Galileo mission. The enigmatic mountain Tohil Mons is composed of
an older unit of tectonically-disrupted, ridged-and-grooved
crustal material, and a younger unit of displaced, mottled crustal material that was effected by mass movement.
The two paterae neighboring Tohil Mons show evidence
for volcanic resurfacing: Radegast Patera contains a dark,
smooth floor interpreted to be a lava lake of mafic to ultramafic flows, whereas southwest Tohil Patera contains bright,
SO2 -rich material with crenulated margins interpreted to be
‘ponds’ of SO2 flows. The hummocky texture in the bright
plains is best preserved on mesas north of Culann Patera,
and the plains contain various features that may have been
produced by erosional processes. There appears to be no correlation between the locations of the most active volcanic
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centers and surface topography, such that the role of crustal
thickness variations in controlling volcanic ascent and eruption remains uncertain.
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